
  

Spin glass dynamics at T>T
g

1. Edwards-Anderson Spin Glass model
     a) Energy functional and dynamic equations with noise
      b) Martin-Siggia-Rose generating functional
      c) Mean-field approximation and equations for the
          response and correlation functions
      d) Solution near T

g 
 : 

 
singularity in dG/d

2. Dynamics of  3D spin glasses:        
    real experiments  and Monte-Carlo studies

3. Model of diffusion on a percolation network and 
    on diluted hypercube



  

& Phys. Rev. B 25, 6860 (1982)

Order parameter:

Distribution of random J
ij

Z is the number of nearest neighbours



  

Objects of interest:   pair spin correlation function



  

Dynamic generating functional:

Response function: (t > t')



  

Averaging over J
ij

is possible since Z = 1

here

Decoupling of  the 4-th order terms:



  

Mean-field limit:   z = N  (Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model)

One step back:

Now  Q
i
(t,t')  (i=1-4)  are global variables

 (no space-dependence)



  



  

Key quantity: Effective kinetic coefficient

is finite (it will be proven later)

Then diverges  at 



  

Now recall  FDT:

For  i=j  we use obvious relation for Ising spins:   C(t=0) = 1 
and conclude that G(=0)=1  leading to  

Now we can solve for the small difference  g() = G()-1 << 1  



  

Self-energy 

1)   We do not need calculation of  (0 in order to find T
c 
 - rather, we can use

FDT and  the condition S2=1  to find (0

2)  We should check the assumption of finite  

Thus the above  integral is indeed infra-red- finite (with cutoff at high frequency) 



  

Dynamics of 3D Spin Glass

Phys Rev B 32, 7384 (1985)



  



  



  

Comparison with MF model

MF model

1)  exponential relaxation above T
g

2)  exponent  z = 2

3)  exponent  x = 1/2

3D Ising SG (Ogielski MC)

1) stretched exponential, 1/3 <   < 1

2) exponent   z  8

3) exponent x < 0.1   at  T
g
   

 



  

Real experiments

Again looks like stretched exponential
in a broad range of T



  

Phys Rev B 30, 6514 (1984)

Another fit:    T
c
 = 0   



  

Model calculations for the stretched-exponent: 

 

Phys Rev B 37, 3825 (1988)

Critical value of 


c
 = 1/3



  



  

Reasonable (and unsolved) theoretical model

Summation goes over all  pairs  (ij)   but matrix   J
ij
   is strongly  diluted: 

 with a probability (1-p)  the bond  is  erased,   p = Z/N  << 1

Sparse matrix  model

Static version of the same problem was studied (among others)  in:

“Mean-field theory of Spin Glasses with finite Coordination number”
I.Kanter and H.Sompolinsky, Phys.Rev.Lett. 58, 164 (1987)

Such a model contains strong statistical fluctuations  (like real 3D SG)
but neglects  thermodynamic  fluctuations (long-wave-length modes)
Thus it can be useful for the description of the Griffiths  phase in 3D
(but is  not useful to study the critical exponents) 



  

Few problems to solve

● Look through the literature to find more recent experimental data on 
the spin glass dynamics (real or computer experiments). Try to 
compare findings (if any) with old data.  Both Griffiths region and 
critical region are of interest.

● Derive the value of the exponent  = 1/3 for the percolation 
threshold on the hypercube using the paper by S.Alexander & 
R.Orbach, J.Physique 43, L625 (1982). Compare with the paper by 
A.Bray and G.Rogers, Phys Rev B 38, 11461 (1988)

● Try to derive (and then solve) the system of integral 
equations which describe dynamics of the Ising spin 
glass on a Random Regular Graph with finite 
connectivity Z
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